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1. Objective of the Request 

 

1.1 The rules and procedures of the Trust Fund for Countries in Transition (TFT) hosted by the 

Bank specify that, should the disbursement of an operation exceeds USD 1 million, it must be 

approved by the Boards of Directors of the Bank. The second edition of the Souk At-tanmia 

program in Tunisia falls into this category. Hence, the Boards’ approval is sought in order to use 

up to TND 3,642,781 (corresponding to Euro 1,586,021.46 using an exchange rate of 1 TND = 

.43539 Euro as of May 12th, 2016) to fund grants for the benefit of projects supported by Souk At-

tanmia’s second edition.  

 

2. Background 

 

2.1. In the aftermath of the 2011 revolution, the African Development Bank (AfDB hereafter), in 

collaboration with several partners including donors, public and private sector entities as well as 

Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) and academic institutions, launched Souk At-tanmia (Souk 

hereafter), an initiative aimed at tackling the hard pressing issue of unemployment in Tunisia. The 

objective of Souk At-tanmia is to create opportunities for underserved entrepreneurs by helping 

them start or grow their own businesses. By doing so, entrepreneurs generate jobs and incomes for 

themselves and for others and help create a new economic dynamic in the underserved interior 

regions of the country. The initiative was structured as a Partnership that leverages on the expertise, 

network and resources of different partners. Thanks to this structure and diversity of partners, Souk 

At-tanmia was able to offer both funding (in the form of grants) and non-financial assistance 

(training, coaching and mentoring) to selected entrepreneurs.  

 

2.2. Souk At-tanmia has a distinctive position in the Tunisian ecosystem given its two unique 

features. First, it offers non-financial support to beneficiaries (training, coaching, mentoring and 

access to market) in addition to financial assistance (in the form of grants from the partnership and 

possible additional debt funding from 2 partner local banks). This differentiates it from most 

entities and programs available in Tunisia, which offer coaching, mentoring or financial support 

only. Second, Souk At-tanmia is a Partnership that leverages on the comparative advantages and 

network of different public and private national and international entities. This allows it to deliver 

a strong and comprehensive support and to maximize the impact and visibility of its interventions. 

Notably, Souk At-tanmia is the largest known mobilization of partners in Tunisia, gathering about 

20 international and national entities. The latter were selected according to their area of expertise 

and leadership position in their respective fields.  

 

3. The Pilot Edition 

 

3.1. Organizational Structure  

 

3.1.1. A pilot edition of Souk At-tanmia was launched in July 2012 after the Board approved the 

initiative and successfully implemented before it closed in December 2013. The pilot edition 
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mobilized about USD 1.2 million1 and was open to different types of beneficiaries: NGOs, existing 

businesses and individual entrepreneurs. It also had a multi-sector focus. The cost of eligible 

projects ranged between TND 10,000 and TND 180,000 (as of July 2012, 1 TND=0.62 USD) while 

individual grant size was allowed to range between TND 10 000 and TND 30 000. Beneficiaries 

were not required to have a minimum level of contribution during this edition and most of them 

ended up asking for the maximum (i.e. TND 30,000). Grants awarded by Souk At-tanmia sought 

to cover either the total value or part of the personal contribution of entrepreneurs in the project 

(equity). Entrepreneurs who needed additional debt funding were encouraged to apply for a loan 

from partner financial institutions, namely BFPME and BTS.2 Beneficiaries also received non-

financial support in the form of a 3-day training, tailored mentoring and coaching activities (1 

year) throughout the implementation process of the pilot edition. Coaching and mentoring was 

done on a voluntary basis by most Partners with the notable exception of UNIDO which hired 

professionals. Table 1 summarizes the key milestones of the pilot edition.  

 

Table 1: Key milestones of the pilot edition 
Milestone Description 

July 2012: Call for proposals  The Call for Proposals was officially launched via the media, the Partnership 

website and social networks after a press conference held on July 2012.  

July-September 2012: Reception of 

first-round applications 

Applications were drafted in French and submitted solely via the Partnership 

website. Over 1,300 fully completed applications were received. 

September 2012: Pre-selection of 

candidates  

The selection committee (composed of representatives of Partners) met to 

pre-select projects for the second round. A total of 300 projects were pre-

selected and received a 3-day training to help them build capacity on 

business plan drafting.    

October 2012: Submission of 

second-round applications 

241 pre-selected candidates submitted their final Business Plans using a new 

detailed form that was provided by the Partnership for that purpose.   

November 2012: Selection of 

finalists   

The selection committee met and selected 71 projects out of the 241 that 

submitted a detailed proposal.  

January 2013: Results 

announcement  

Results were announced during a public event organized by the Partnership.   

January 2013- December 2013: 

Mentoring/Coaching 

Projects received a 1-year coaching and mentoring offered by the partners 

starting right after the ceremony. 

 

3.1.2. In terms of organizational and governance structure, Souk At-tanmia functions as a 

Partnership governed by a Partnership agreement that was signed by each partner. In addition, each 

partner signed a contribution letter that clearly describes its contribution to an ongoing edition of 

the Partnership (financial and/or in-kind). Contributions were negotiated by the Secretariat and 

reflect the expertise, comparative advantage and area of interest of partners. A steering committee  

comprised of representatives from all partners is responsible for oversight of all activities 

performed by the Partnership; namely approval of the Partnership work program, strategic 

                                                 
11 In addition to AfDB which was the initiating partner, the pilot edition included Banque de Financement des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises 

(BFPME), Banque Tunisienne de Solidarité (BTS), the British Council, Chambre des Jeunes Dirigeants (CJD), Confédération des Entreprises 

Citoyennes de Tunisie CONECT (employer union), the Danish government, The UK Department for International Development (DFID), the 

Government of the United States of America, the Mediterranean School of Business (MSB), Microsoft Tunisia, Talan Tunisia, Total Tunisia, 
TOUENSA (Network of CSOs), Tunisiana, and five (5) UN Agencies (UNIDO, IOM, UNDP, ILO, FAO). Partners of the second edition include  

Banque de Financement des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises (BFPME), Banque Tunisienne de Solidarité (BTS), the British Council, Chambre des 

Jeunes Dirigeants (CJD), Confédération des Entreprises Citoyennes de Tunisie (CONECT) (employer union), the Danish government, Education 
for Employment (EFE)the UK Department for International Development (DFID), the Government of the United States of America, the 

Mediterranean School of Business (MSB), Microsoft Tunisia, Talan Tunisia, UNIDO, IOM, UNDP, Tunis Place de marché (TPM), and Atuge 

(network of diaspora and local graduates from prestigious international schools).  
2 Beneficiaries were also free to apply for loans with other financial institutions.  
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orientations and key decisions related to selection of beneficiaries, changes in the Partnership 

composition and resource management. The daily operations of Souk, involving the coordination 

of the work of 20 partners with different agendas and requirements and dealing with thousands of 

entrepreneurs in addition to key stakeholders in the ecosystem, is handled by a Secretariat hosted 

at the North Africa regional department of the African Development Bank. During the pilot 

edition, the Secretariat was comprised of a coordinator, a communication officer, a private sector 

development specialist and 2 M&E officers handling portfolio supervision, monitoring and 

evaluation activities.3 Note that contributions from main financiers of the initiative were channeled 

through the Trust Fund for countries in transition (TFT trust fund) and used in part to pay for the 

operating cost of the Secretariat and in other part to cover the cost of providing grants to 

beneficiaries. Because Souk did not have a legal entity, financial resources were transferred from 

the TFT into a Souk account that was domiciled at BFPME, a partner bank dedicated to SME 

financing in Tunisia. The latter was responsible for the disbursement of grants to beneficiaries 

once approved by the Partnership. This activity was performed by BFPME on a complimentary 

basis for the Souk At-tanmia Partnership. 

 

3.2. Achievements of the Pilot Edition 

 

3.2.1. Preliminary results suggest positive achievements of the pilot edition. Out of the 1,345 fully 

completed applications that were received, 71 were selected and 61 were eventually funded (for a 

total grant funding of TND 1.78 million) as 10 dropped. Beneficiaries comprised 40 Greenfield 

projects, and 21 expansion projects. Projects were selected based on 3 main criteria, namely 

technical feasibility, commercial viability and job creation potential. A bonus system was also 

included for projects implemented in underserved regions, those launched by youth (18-35 years 

old), women, those having a positive impact on the environment and innovative projects. The 

socio-economic characteristics of beneficiaries show a strong development impact of the program 

with 64% of beneficiary projects located in most economically disadvantaged regions of Tunisia; 

54% undertaken by young entrepreneurs aged between 18 and 35 years, 33% by female 

entrepreneurs and 34% by unemployed. So far, beneficiary projects created 530 jobs and generated 

sales to the tune of USD 888,455. As a result of its innovative design and integrated support, Souk 

At-tanmia is seen as a key player in the Tunisian entrepreneurship ecosystem. The initiative 

received tremendous press coverage as well, thereby raising the AfDB and its partners’ overall 

profile and visibility in the country. 

 

4. The Second Edition  

 

4.1. In view of the positive results achieved during the pilot edition, the steering committee of the 

Partnership decided to launch a second edition of Souk At-tanmia on April, 30th, 2014. The design 

of this second edition was performed by the Secretariat in consultation with partners to reflect 

lessons learnt from the pilot edition as well as international best practices (see Box 1 for a 

description of main changes in the second edition). Among notable changes in the second edition 

is the use of dedicated programs under the Partnership to support business creation and extension 

as the pilot edition showed that a one size fits all approach is not optimal to serve jointly these 2 

                                                 
3 Only the coordinator is an AfDB staff, other members of the secretariat have consultant status. AfDB rules were applied to all recruitment and 
procurement operations performed by the Partnership. 
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types of beneficiaries. Over USD 3 million were mobilized from several partners (excluding in-

kind contributions) as follow: 

 

 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark: DKK 11,000,000 (eq. USD 1,650,0004),  

 The Department for International Development (DFID): GBP 400,000 (eq. USD 616,0005),  

 The US State Department: USD 700,000,  

 The United Nations Development Program (UNDP): TND 50,000 (eq. USD 25,5106),  

 The International Organization for Migrations (IOM): USD 10,000.  

 

Contributions from the US State Department, UNDP and IOM were ring fenced to grant funding 

and directly channeled to a partnership’s account hosted at BFPME, which serve to fund grants to 

beneficiaries. Conversely, contributions received from DFID and Denmark were channeled 

through the Trust Fund for countries in transition (TFT trust fund) hosted by the Bank and are used 

to cover the operational implementation of the second edition (secretariat staffing, communication 

activities, reporting, technical assistance to beneficiaries, etc.) as well as grant funding through 

transfers to the partnership account hosted at BFPME. The selection process for this second edition 

was finalized and grant disbursement started in December 2015. The timeline and key milestones 

of the second edition are detailed in Table 2. Overall, 100 finalists were able to successfully raise 

100% of their financing needs thanks to the Secretariat’s assistance and continuous support. The 

total cost of these projects stands at TND 11,533,961 (eq. USD 5,884,6746), including TND 

3,642,781 (eq. USD 1,858,5616) in grant funding. Grants will be funded thanks to TND 84,593 

(eq. USD 43,1606) already available in the partnership account at BFPME, transfers to the tune of 

TND 2,186,187 (eq. USD 1,115,4026) from the TFT and the US contribution of USD 700,0006.(eq. 

TND 1,372,000). The list of selected projects is enclosed in Annex 1.  

 

Statistics reflecting socio-economic characteristics of these beneficiaries are summarized in Annex 

2. Note that the private sector specialist working for the Secretariat was replaced by a senior private 

equity expert to better cater to the needs of the Partnership. 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
4 Exchange rate used : 1DKK= 0.15 USD 
5 Exchange rate used : 1 GBP= 1.54 USD 
6 Exchange rate used : 1TND= 0.51 USD 
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Table 2: Key selection milestones of the second edition 

 

 
 

Milestone Description 

April 30th-June 30th, 2014: Call for 

proposals  

The Call for Proposals was officially launched in an event held at the Cité 

des Sciences de Tunis. It was advertised through more than 90 events which 

took place in 24 governorates, a targeted mailing campaign thanks to 

partner’s mailing lists, communication in the media, on the Partnership’s 

website and social networks.  The application form was available in French 

and Arabic. By the deadline, 5,609 applications were received, including 

1,419 completed ones. 

July 1st -7th  2014: Pre-selection of 

candidates  

1,274 projects were selected based on their answers to the online form and 

eligibility criteria defined by the Partnership. A ranking was issued and the 

best 548 applicants were invited for interviews 

August 27th - September 15th   

2014: In person interviews and 

selection 

The selection committee interviewed 548 applicants and selected the best 

250 projects.  Jurys comprised representatives of all partners and included at 

least one banker. 

September 25th –October 22nd : 

Build your business training 

Best 250 entrepreneurs were invited to a 5-week training. 226 candidates 

completed the training and were invited to submit a preliminary BP. 

November 5th -19th  2014: 

Selection based on business plans 

The best 160 projects were selected by the selection committee (including 

representatives of all partners and at least one banker.) based on their 

preliminary business plans. The selection committee comprised 

representatives for all partners. 

December 1st  2014 – January 11th  

2015: Intensive Coaching 

160 entrepreneurs received one month of individualized intensive coaching 

to improve their business plans. 149 finalists submitted their business plans.  

January 12th-October 31st 2015: 

Coaching and Assistance in 

Fundraising 

The Secretariat worked closely with coaches and partner banks as well as 

other partners to help beneficiaries reach their financing goals. Collaborative 

work was also done with Governmental institutions to ease administrative 

procedures to obtain public subsidies and grants for eligible projects. 

November 2nd 2015: Award 

ceremony 

One hundred (100) projects which successfully raised 100% of their 

financing needs were announced in a public ceremony at the Bardo National 

Museum. The event was attended by more than 500 guests.   

 
Since mid-December 2015: grant 

disbursement 

Grant disbursement to beneficiaries started.  In total, the partnership is 

expected to disburse up to 3,642,780 (eq. USD 1,858,561) in grant funding 

alone.  
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Box 1: What’s New in Souk At-tanmia’s Second Edition? 

 
A review of the design of the pilot edition and its results, best international practices and dialogue with partners and beneficiaries 

was conducted by the secretariat. This helped finalize the conceptualization of Souk At-tanmia’s second edition. The main 

changes brought in this program are: 

 

 Move away from the one fits all: Souk At-tanmia decided to operate separate programs for 2 beneficiary groups: 

entrepreneurs at business idea stage and underserved SMEs. For each program a tailor made financial and non-financial 

support will be offered to maximize impact and success rate of beneficiaries. The program launched on April 30th was 

part of the second edition but focuses only on business creation. Resources raised so far will be used for this program. 

A Second program dedicated to SMEs is currently under design and will be hopefully launched once the new 

sustainable initiative is in place. The target beneficiaries of each group were identified based on a mapping of the 

current Tunisian ecosystem (see later in the document).   

 Make grants proportional to project cost and request entrepreneurs to bring a minimum personal contribution 

(5% of the total project cost). This aims at having a balanced outcome between the following considerations: i) the 

need of creating incentives for promoters to ensure projects’ success without putting excessive burden on them given 

the development and impact investment mandate of the Partnership, ii) the need of supporting very small projects but 

also relatively less small projects because of their potential to create jobs, iii) the need of limiting grant size at a level 

financially and technically manageable by the funds and the capacity of partners and iv) .involve entrepreneurs in the 

success of their project hence diminish the risk of grants misuse  

 Increase the size of grants offered in order to support the creation of larger businesses (grant ceiling was raised to 

TND 50,000) as it was proven that they have better job creation potential 

 Add interviews to the selection process and revise application forms to collect more information that helps 

assess the entrepreneurs’ profile and commitment to the project. 

 Active involvement in fund raising: several beneficiaries of the pilot edition have been suffering from delayed 

implementation of their projects because they failed to close their financing plans. During this edition, the Secretariat 

has been working closely with Partner banks and other relevant stakeholders in the ecosystem (ministry of finance, 

coaches, public funds and commercial banks) to help entrepreneurs secure all the financing they need and start their 

projects.  

 Ensure that coaching activities follow the pace of project development and implementation, and process 

standardization. For this second edition, the non –financial support was divided in 3 phases: capacity building at idea 

stage (5 weeks), coaching during pre-operation stage (up to 6-months) and mentoring and technical support during the 

early operation stage (up to 1 year). Coaching was also standardized and provided during a period when entrepreneurs 

needed it the most. 

 Strengthen access to market services: the pilot edition revealed that access to market service is highly valued by 

beneficiaries and plays a critical role in project success during the early phase of operation. Therefore, during the 

second edition, a private company that manages the first B2B platform in Tunisia was invited to join the Partnership. 

The latter will be offering 1-year free membership to each beneficiary. In addition, the partnership will be hiring 2 

technical experts that will assist companies in identifying new markets and business opportunities. Additional 

collaboration was also established with different players in the E-business sphere in Tunisia to enhance visibility of 

souk beneficiary products.  

 Strengthening the PPP aspect of the Partnership: the Partnership concluded an agreement with the Agence de 

Promotion de L’Industrie et de l’Innovation (APII) which manages the national network of public sector incubators as 

well as the award of business licenses for most economic sectors in Tunisia. This Partnership should significantly cut 

the time of establishing a business and receiving a license for Souk Beneficiaries.  Additional new features include: 

significant involvement of partner banks in the production of a business plan template for the Partnership and in the 

pre-selection juries to increase beneficiaries’ success rate in loan applications (i.e. banks were requested to provide 

advice on how BP could be improved), and additional entrepreneurship workshops were added to keep beneficiaries 

motivated, and to foster exchange of best practices. 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations  

 
5.1. Despite its small size, the Souk At-tanmia’s Partnership delivered very positive results in 

terms of jobs and support to disadvantaged groups, and raised the Bank’s visibility in Tunisia.  

 

5.2. The rules and procedures of the Trust Fund for Countries in Transition (TFT), hosted by 

the Bank, specify that should the disbursement of an operation exceeds USD 1 million,  it must be 

approved by the Boards of Directors of the Bank. The second edition of the Souk At-tanmia falls 

into this category.  

 

5.3. Therefore, the Boards of Directors are requested to approve from the resources of the TFT 

the financing of projects supported by this second edition of the Souk At-tanmia for up to EUR 

1,586,022 (equivalent to DT 3,642,781).   
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Annex 1: List of beneficiary projects for Souk At-tanmia’s second edition 

 

First name Last name Gender  Age  Sector Project 

Governorate 

Description  Project 

total 

cost 

(TND) 

 Grant 

size 

(TND) 

Ons Abid F 36 ICT Tunis Online sale of pictures for international 

press (archives image, portraits, 

documentaries, commercial, newspaper, ...). 

Workshop planning on media knowledge 

              

73,186  

           

35,000  

Faicel Abidi M 28 Food processing Kasserine Milk production and calves rearing               

61,692  

           

30,846  

Mohamed Alahmadi M 34 Other services Sidi Bouzid Furniture rental for weddings and events: 

tents, chairs, tables, electricity generator, 

projectors  

            

130,000  

           

45,500  

Marouan Allouche M 27 Other services Bizerte Manufacturing and exploitation of photo 

cabins 

              

31,600  

           

15,800  

Achref Amri M 30 Auto repair Sidi Bouzid Reparation of car engines 72592 26000 

Mabrouka Athmini F 55 Manufacturing Jendouba Production of essential oils (cypress, myrtle, 

eucalyptus, geranium, Laurel, Lavender, 

rosemary) 

              

62,000  

           

28,900  

Oussama Ayari M 37 Food processing Bizerte Organic farm producing : eucalyptus wood 

paulownia, carob pods, essential oil of 

myrtle, honey, goat milk, goat cheese, 

chevrons, breeding goats 

            

299,837  

           

50,000  

Atef Baccouche M 30 Auto repair Tunis Car tuning, diagnostic, car reparation, car 

painting 

            

153,000  

           

50,000  

Imededdine Badreddine M 27 Other services Ariana Tire and auto services               

86,000  

           

35,000  

Sondes Bannouri F 35 Recycling Siliana Waste management: collection, 

transportation, sterilization then combustion 

of hospitals waste 

            

299,500  

           

35,000  



II 

 

Issam Barbana M 31 Research and 

development 

Gabés Study service, monitoring, mentoring, 

advisory and monitoring of development 

projects for green spaces and agricultural 

land 

              

80,856  

           

35,000  

Imed Bdour M 35 Agriculture Sidi Bouzid Organic greenhouse               

30,000  

           

15,000  

Nejib Bel Hadj M 28 Handicraft Mahdia Clothing (shirts, short dresses, night 

dresses), linen housing (table runner, 

curtains, pillows), accessories (scarf, 

necklace, bracelet, bags)  totally inspired by 

the Tunisian ancestral know-how 

              

34,838  

           

17,419  

Rim Belgaied F 36 Recycling Gabés Management of vegetal waste from Gabes 

oasis 

            

300,000  

           

50,000  

Samia Ben Abdallah 

ép Benkhalifa 

F 36 Handicraft Tunis Collection of handicraft and semi-industrial 

creations for daily use:  coat racks, console 

lights, Chair, jewelry holder 

              

45,573  

           

22,786  

Besma Ben Ali F 30 Research and 

development 

Monastir Construction material testing for industrials               

98,905  

           

35,000  

Rym Ben Ameur F 39 Handicraft Tunis Handicraft production of tapestry - Jewelry - 

Kitchen utensils - vases - Decorative objects 

              

51,042  

           

25,521  

Adel Ben Ammar M 37 Manufacturing Zaghouan Manufacturing of baby bottles made out of 

silicon 

            

295,000  

           

50,000  

Hamza Ben Arbia M 29 ICT Ben Arous Open lab for 3 D printing             

150,000  

           

50,000  

Habiba Ben Larbi F 46 Food processing Bizerte Production of spicy pepper, coriander, carve, 

cumin, curcuma, black pepper, harissa, 

bssisa, mint, rosemary. All these products 

will be sold in packets or at will.  

            

292,000  

           

50,000  



III 

 

Salma Ben Mahmoud F 31 ICT Ariana Online platform for the sale of tangible 

goods: children goods, games, clothing, 

shoes, accessories; decoration goods: lamps, 

tablecloth, napkins, decoration accessories 

but also coupons for services sold at a 

discount.  

              

60,079  

           

30,040  

Emna Ben Mustapha F 25 Agriculture Bizerte Sale of spirulina             

156,000  

           

50,000  

Mohamed 

Anis 

Ben Romdhane M 33 ICT Kairouan Decision support tools (software 

development to manage these digital plans 

and maps) for topographical studies services 

based on remote sensing (optical and radar 

satellite imagery) 

            

184,000  

           

50,000  

Anissa Ben Younes F 32 Other services Medenine Carpet sanitation               

74,564  

           

35,000  

Mohamed Benali M 39 ICT Tunis Communication platform on and off line             

215,000  

           

50,000  

Laroussi Benklila M 32 Food processing Tataouine Production of fresh milk- rayeb (fermented 

milk) - leben - zebda arbi (butter ) - ricotta - 

jben diari - meat commercialization 

            

147,780  

           

50,000  

Yosra Bettaieb F 29 Health services Sousse Art therapy programs, aims to reduce and in 

some cases replace chemical treatments 

              

70,500  

           

35,000  

Ahlem BOUCHAHDA F 35 ICT Ariana Web development: assistance to create 

websites and online directory for merchants 

with individual reviews  

              

76,000  

           

35,000  

Khaled Bouchoucha M 28 ICT Sousse Development and sale of electronic data 

acquisition cards for beehives - consulting 

service  based on the data collected - 

interventions in the field 

            

298,000  

           

48,910  



IV 

 

Chrifa Chairat F 30 Handicraft Ben Arous Design and sale of jewelry: necklace, 

earrings - handcrafted gift items 

              

20,980  

           

10,490  

Ayman Chakroun M 31 ICT Sfax Management software for hotels, clinics and 

management offices to handle their websites 

back office operations 

              

65,185  

           

32,500  

Essia Chaloueh F 28 Handicraft Ariana Production and sale of poufs, sofas, garden 

furniture 

              

70,000  

           

28,748  

Missaoui Chaouki M 33 Other services Kasserine Installation of green eco-plate, decorative 

products based on outdoor and indoor 

plaster, decorative painting and sale of 

maintenance products and paint 

              

53,000  

           

26,300  

Ammar ben 

ahmed 

Chouat F 53 Agriculture Medenine Production of Artemia ( Brine shrimp)          

218,000  

        

50,000  

Samia Damdoum F 26 Health services  Medenine  Emergency ambulance services to transport 

patients and necessary emergency care (all 

week, day and night) 

              

96,709  

           

35,000  

Naoufel Dridi M 37 Agriculture Bizerte Production of Honey, pollen, royal jelly, 

beeswax, propolis, apitoxine 

            

180,000  

           

50,000  

Imed El Hami M 30 Other services Tunis Cleaning and polishing of all types of marble 

surfaces ( floors, walls …) 

              

33,179  

           

16,590  

Nizar Ellouze M 33 ICT Sfax Offshore IT developments outsourcing               

38,000  

           

19,000  

Salma Ellouze F 56 Tourism Sfax Alternative tourism, bed and breakfast               

60,000  

           

30,000  

Yamina Ferchichi F 30 Handicraft Le Kef Tapestry wall, flooring and handcrafted 

decorative items (Pouf, decorative painting, 

cushion, shade ...) 

          

82,495  

        

35,000  

Alexandra Fesi F 37 Other services Tunis Relocation agency: apartment hunt, 

assistance in furniture purchasing, 

decoration, activities for kids, school 

registration, etc.  

              

30,000  

           

15,000  



V 

 

Abdelkader Gasmi M 32 Other services Ariana Mobile car wash services               

70,000  

           

35,000  

Mongi Gattoufi M 46 Food processing Tataouine Sugar conditioning             

270,463  

           

50,000  

Hela Ghorbel 

touhami 

F 36 Manufacturing Gafsa Extraction of essential oils and production of 

a wide range of organic premium cosmetics 

            

200,000  

           

50,000  

Ameni Ghourabi F 28 Education and 

teaching 

Gabés Innovative primary school  to strengthen 

Tunisian official teaching programs  

            

131,603  

           

46,061  

Mehdi Ghourabi M 28 Manufacturing Sousse Production and commercialization of natural 

and organic cosmetics made out of seaweed 

              

96,500  

           

34,675  

Wassim Gueddiche M 30 ICT Le Kef 3 D printing for architectural models, 

dentures, different medical aids 
          

71,122  

        

35,000  

Zied Guitni M 35 Manufacturing Ben Arous Production of metal objects : shelving, door, 

windows, dressings  

            

137,310  

           

48,058  

Haykel Haddad M 28 Communication Medenine Media and internet website design           

60,600  

        

30,300  

Ahmed Hamdi M 31 Logistics Sousse Virtual interface of supply and demand for 

freight road transport professionals 

              

75,000  

           

35,000  

Nidhal Harabi M 34 Manufacturing Medenine Cutting, shaping and assembling of rebar to 

strengthen concrete used in building 

constructions. 

          

96,327  

        

35,000  

Ridha Harabi M 35 Agriculture Medenine Production of raw or dried leaves of Moringa 

for merger or nutritional complement for 

humans or animals 

            

148,000  

           

50,000  

Yassine Hassen M 28 ICT Ben Arous Virtual training and education for 

entrepreneurship coaches 

              

60,098  

           

30,089  

Manel Hichri F 33 Textile Bizerte Production of bed linen, pillows, curtains, 

table cloth, chair covers, sheets, blankets 

            

181,000  

           

50,000  



VI 

 

Karim Hizem M 30 Activities for the 

youth 

Monastir The services offered by Labo'Kids fall into 

three areas: - Science classes - Scientific 

events in primary schools and colleges. - 

Caravans and scientific excursions 

              

76,000  

           

35,000  

Hossniddine Jabis M 33 Handicraft Béja Design and production of Andalusian 

ceramic and bricks with different sizes and 

forms (vase and statuette ... ) 

          

73,431  

        

35,000  

Sabrin Jebabli F 31 Activities for the 

youth 

Le Kef Promote traditional food culture - Services: 

equestrian training center - promote cultural 

heritage of the region and more specially the 

Jugurtha plateau, entertainment center for 

children 

            

249,000  

           

50,000  

Anis Kabaou M 35 Education and 

teaching 

Gabés Certified education : 2 and 3 year degrees               

72,031  

           

35,000  

Ahmed Kerkeni M 27 Agriculture Monastir Production and sale of organic spirulina 

powder, flakes, tablets and capsules, 

cosmetics with Spirulina 

              

72,200  

           

35,000  

Yassine Khalloufi M 29 Research and 

development 

Béja Quality control of construction material           

43,930  

        

21,965  

Héla Kharouf F 31 Agriculture Gabés Production and sale of hydroponics barley               

66,530  

           

33,174  

Mohamed Kharrat M 32 ICT Sfax Hakim are smart jersey shorts that can detect 

people who face situations of drowning and 

save them with the help of an airbag 

integrated in the jersey. 

            

145,000  

           

50,000  

Rania Khedhir F 31 Health services Tunis Quantum energy healing therapy center             

138,000  

           

48,300  

Mohamed Korbi M 41 Food processing Ben Arous High quality pastries production, including 

gluten-free pastries 

            

280,000  

           

50,000  



VII 

 

Walid Lahfaoui M 34 Manufacturing Sidi Bouzid Production of blankets, curtains, jackets, 

tablecloths watt, dog baskets and backpacks 

and handbags 

              

41,200  

           

20,600  

Lilia Lahmar F 34 Activities for the 

youth 

Sousse Cultural center for children             

101,427  

           

35,499  

Khaled Lazghab M 47 Communication Ariana Travel package, Berber dinner with candles 

in Nefta dunes, event planning 

            

119,886  

           

35,000  

Khalifa Leboudi M 36 Activities for the 

youth 

Tataouine Game room and entertainment center               

42,620  

           

21,310  

Mohamed Lefi M 31 Recycling Sidi Bouzid Collect and sale of Iron and aluminum waste 

on the national market 

            

136,000  

           

47,600  

Lajmi Lotfi M 38 ICT Sfax 3D printing (plastic and metal) producing 

prototypes, mold, models, decoration items, 

etc. 

          

68,600  

        

34,300  

Emna Louati F 35 Activities for the 

youth 

Ariana Cultural center for children           

82,074  

        

35,000  

Abir M'baya F 29 ICT Manouba Tool for the design of embedded systems               

69,824  

           

35,000  

Aziz Meddeb M 34 Agriculture Tunis Fishing and seafood sale               

89,641  

           

35,000  

Mondher Mejri M 38 Agriculture Jendouba Cow breeding and milk production           

54,668  

        

27,334  

Maha Mgaieth Riahi F 32 ICT Tunis Private concierge : on demand customized 

services  
          

56,221  

        

28,111  

Houssem Mhdaoui M 27 Other services Tunis General electric work (installation, 

renovation, construction, …) 

              

30,000  

           

15,000  

Mohamed 

aymen 

Mhimdi M 28 Recycling Jendouba Compost production by recycling falling 

leaves from forest trees 

              

78,335  

           

35,000  

Nahla Nasfi F 30 Agriculture Gabés Snail breeding , dried flowers of prickly pear 

, prickly pear pulp oil extraction 

            

146,655  

           

50,000  



VIII 

 

Adel Nehdi M 34 Food processing Zaghouan Production of different types of cheese : 

fresh, pasteurized, mozzarella, ricotta and 

butter 

              

72,000  

           

35,000  

Moez Nemsi M 39 Food processing Tunis Healthy Fast-food and catering             

125,200  

           

43,800  

Hamdi Ouchem M 30 Communication Monastir Printing: business cards, flyers, brochures, 

posters, letterhead papers, invoicing book, 

labels, invitations, t-shirts, caps 

          

55,000  

        

27,500  

Maher Oudira M 40 Recycling Ariana Recycling aluminum cans             

300,000  

           

50,000  

Anis Oueslati M 40 Manufacturing Ariana Design and manufacture of LED billboard 

integrated for the benefit of professionals. 

              

62,945  

           

31,473  

Zied Oueslati M 28 Manufacturing Le Kef Manufacturing of window grids -the grids, 

tables, tables, chairs, doors, windows, 

interior and custom outdoor- staircase- 

fences, etc. 

            

145,297  

           

50,000  

Noussair Ouichtati M 29 Other services Béja Car wash station providing fast external 

cleaning through a high-pressure tunnel and 

interior cleaning. At home interior car 

cleaning with a mobile car wash station 

connected to a dedicated network (Allo 

Lavage) 

            

187,000  

           

50,000  

Fourati Raafet M 25 Agriculture Gafsa Production of normal compost, enriched 

compost, compost juice and olive pomace. 

              

86,000  

           

35,000  

Jamel Rahmani M 33 Food processing Sidi Bouzid Commercialization of baby shrimp, sheep 

milk and artisanal cheese  

            

181,000  

           

41,000  

Balsam Saadaoui F 31 Agriculture Béja Exploitation of mastic trees to collect flowers 

and transform them into bouquets of flowers 

for exportation 

            

101,200  

           

35,420  



IX 

 

Lajmi Saif Ellah M 25 Manufacturing Sfax Indoor and outdoor musical fountain  in 

ceramic, wood and marble           

45,160  

        

22,580  

Salem Salhi M 35 Food processing Bizerte Production and sale of baby shrimp, goat 

cheese and high genetic value goats breeding 

              

79,000  

           

35,000  

Kamel Soltani M 39 Manufacturing Sidi Bouzid Plastic injection and plastic extrusion             

300,000  

           

50,000  

Issam Souli M 44 Health services Jendouba Painkiller care with acupuncture, 

mesotherapy, herbal medicine, homeopathy 

and medical transport hydrotherapy 

            

125,358  

           

43,875  

Lazher Tayeb M 27 Other services Tataouine Construction and  building equipment 

installation 

              

76,400  

           

35,000  

Sana Thabeti F 39 Other services Gabés Gym offering judo, karate, kung-fu, kick-

boxing, taibo, body building, aerobic, fitness, 

dance, sauna, massage 

            

119,000  

           

41,650  

Iheb Touhami M 36 Manufacturing Gafsa Sale of colored cement tiles (custom made 

tiles) 

            

300,000  

           

50,000  

Manel Toumi F 23 Activities for the 

youth 

Medenine Robotic club for the youth           

43,940  

        

21,970  

Rim Trad F 30 Handicraft Zaghouan Fabrication of several lines of soaps: neutral 

and therapeutically essential oils 

              

59,574  

           

29,787  

Ncibi Wiem F 28 Agriculture Sidi Bouzid Production and sale of organic garden plants: 

greenhouse tomatoes, industry tomatoes, 

pepper, eggplant, melon, watermelon and 

cucumbers 

         

103,785  

        

35,000  

Nabil Yakoubi M 42 Food processing Béja Production of traditional Tunisian spices  

(Harissa, Hrous…) 

              

62,000  

           

31,000  

Sarhane Zoghlami M 30 Manufacturing Le Kef Custom craft packaging for shops, 

hypermarkets, hotels, opticians, cafes, gas 

stations 

          

95,338  

        

35,000  



X 

 

 

Annex 2: Socio-economic characteristics of Souk II beneficiaries 
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Figure 1: Distribution of Beneficiaries by Gender
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Figure 3: Distribution of Beneficiaries by Region




